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Get ready for the fight of your life. <====> Sekiro: Shadows Die
Twice is a true shinobi experience-if you're not devious, patient and
above all masterful, you'll almost certainly be cut down. Fear not, as
Future Press have crafted a guide that makes the path to mastery
clear. Sekiro's opponents are so ferocious and unyielding that

defeating them in any form will take practice and dedication; beating
them flawlessly requires shinobi skills that this book is designed to
teach you: consider it the ultimate Esoteric Text. <====> The

official guide to Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice is filled to bursting with
combat tutorials, analysis, and overviews of the game's

interconnecting mechanics. It's a veritable encyclopedia that is
certain to enrich your shinobi experience. You've never faced a
challenge like this before. It would be unwise to face it alone.

<====> The Path of the Shinobi <====> With our expertly-crafted
walkthrough, nothing is left to chance-following it will ensure that
you never miss an opportunity for a Stealth Deathblow and learn all

shortcuts, while grabbing everything of value along the way.



Beautifully illustrated maps reveal the full majesty of the Ashina
territories and all the secrets they hide. <====> Opposing Forces
<====> The Ashina clan and the many monstrous creatures that

inhabit their lands are FromSoftware's most deadly creations yet. 140
pages of this book are dedicated to dissecting them-we show you
how to prepare, break down their attacks and explain exactly when
and how to cut through their guard. <====> Ninjutsu Combat
<====> This book will take you deep into the inner workings of

Sekiro's combat. You'll learn how to acquire and manage a multitude
of skill trees, combat arts, ninjutsu techniques and Prosthetic Tools,

and not least your trusty katana, Kusabimaru-every encounter
depends on it, and after reading this guide, you'll have mastered

every aspect of the shinobi's arsenal. <====> NPCs <====> A truly
mysterious bunch of characters stalk these lands. Each of them has
their own schemes and desires that motivate them to help or hinder
you, and many outcomes are possible. Easily keep track of them all
with complete event lists, connection charts and quest walkthroughs.
<====> The Ultimate Reference <====> This guide is designed to
be extremely reference-friendly. Every item you can acquire in the
game is detailed and indexed. We've also included step-by-step

progression guides, with recommended orders for tackling bosses,
upgrading tools, learning skills and spending your hard-earned Sen.
<====> Video Links <====> Want to see a strategy in action?

Many of the strategies and tutorials in this guide feature a QR code
linking them to a video on our YouTube channel. These will be
updated after the book's release to ensure that the absolute best

strategies are always at your fingertips.
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